ASTROBIOLOGY: Option for summer reading

If you are taking Astrobiology in the fall, you may get a head start by pre-reading our book for First Quarter: The Big Bang by Simon Singh. It is available for checkout in the school library. It is a great book but a dense read, so reading ahead this summer may be very helpful to you!

Suggestions:

1. As you read, insert post-it notes where you find key ideas, or where you have questions.

2. Outline each chapter as you read.

3. TAKE YOUR TIME. You will NOT understand this book if you rush through it. Read ten pages or so at a time, digest, think about what you’ve read.

4. E-mail me if you have questions: nchambers@etusd.org.

5. Enjoy the book – it’s a fascinating story of how our understanding of the universe completely changed in only the past few decades!

:-) Mrs. Chambers